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One of the interesting and important problems in Boolean algebra is how 
to obtain one of the eight standard forms or reductions for logical functions. 

The well-known procedure is as follows [see e.g.: 9]. A truth table may supply 
the initial data derived from the statement of problem. Then the data from the 
truth table are deposited into the cells of the minterm (or the maxterm) map. 
From the "1 's" (or the "O's") in the minterm map (or in the maxterm map) 
either one of the standard forms or one of the initial reductions can be obtained. 
From each standard form or initial reduction other three forms or reductions 
can be determined, successiyely applying De Morgan's theorem. There are 
altogether eight standard forms, each of which is adapted to a different 

physical implementation. Finding all eight reductions is often of academic 
interest only, although it is necessary in principle to be able to find all eight 
so that a particular one can be found when needed. In most cases only one or 
two of the standard forms or reductions is important for the practice. 

Thc aim of this paper is to sho'w, ho,Y a preferred standard form or reduc
tion can immediately he obtained from one truth map, for example from the 
minterm map. Of course, if nceded also the maxterm map can he taken as 

a basis. 

1. The eight standard forms 

Let it be* mi' a minterm of n variables. A minterm is defined as a prod
uct in which every yariable (either plain: v or inverted: v) appears once and 
only once. On the other hand, a mintermform of a particular logical or switch
ing function is a sum of those particular minterms which describe the func
tion in question. 

3 -
For example m4 = a b c is a minterm of the three (n = 3) variables 

a, b, c, and 

* The upper index does not signify a power or derivation, it means the number of 
variables only. 
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f 3 3 
1 =mO mi + m~ + m~ + m~ = abe + abc + libc + abc + abc (le} 

is a minterm form. * 
Similarly, let it be lilr a maxterm of n variables. A maxtenn is defined 

as a sum in 'which every variable (either plain or inverted) appears once and 
only once, while a maxterm form of a particular logical or switching function 
is a product of those particular maxterms which describe the function in ques

tion. 
For example NI~ = a + b + c is a maxterm of the three variables a, b, c 

while 

f~ = Al~ lvI~ NI~ lVI~ = (a b c)(a b c) (a -+- b +- c) (a + b + c) 

is the maxterm form of another function. 
Similarly, the first function can be expressed in maxterm form as 

c) (li b +- c) (a + b c) (7e) 

The following relations are valid 

m? = lVI~n l-i 

and 

lllZ = m!ln-l-k 

where the subscripts i or k employed are hased on assuming that all plain 
variables v = a, b, c ... have the value "1" and, therefore, all inverted (comple
mentary) variables v = G, Z;, c ... have thc value "0", thus each different value 
comhination represcnts a binary number. This binary number converted 
to a decimal number gives the value of index i or .k. 

For example m.I = abe, because 100 as binary number indeed signifies 
4. On the other hand, lvI~ = a b c and 011 as binary number gives 3 .. 
Applying De lVlorgan's theorem, it becomes evident that undoubtedly: 

-3 -= -
m4 = abc = a + b 

All the above-mentioned definitions and relations are well-known and 
figure here only for the sake of completeness. 

A minterm form can be expressed as 

* ff is a symbolic notation of the fact that f1 is a function of three (plain or inverted) 
variables. 
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2n_l r = ;E a,. m? (la) 
;=0 

where a,. has the value "1" if m? figure in the function and ai has the value 
"0" if m? is absent. 

In the above-mentioned first example a o = 1, a1 = 1, az = 1, a3 = 1, 
a 4 = 1, 'while a 5 = 0, a6 = 0, a 7 = O. 

The minterm form (la) can symbolically also be expressed as: 

r = O(A(V)) (lb) 

where A denotes an AND operation and 0 an OR operation, while V is a set 
of the n variables v = a, b, c ... , each can be plain or inverted, but figuring 
once and only once. 

After twofold negation and applying De lVIorgan's theorem, we obtain: 

211-1 

fn = .::E a i m? = Il ai m? (2a) 
i=O i=O 

'which can also be expressed as 

r = NA (NA(V)) (2b) 

'where NA denotes the so-called NAND operation, that is, the NOT AND 
operation. 

For example, the function taken as first illustration can he expressed 
in the second standard form as: 

n = (ab e) (abc) (abe) (abc) (abe) (2e) 

Applying once more De Morgan's theorem 'we obtain: 

2r1_1 217_1 

r = Il Ca,. + m7) = 11 Ca,. + jk[~n-l-i) (3a) 
i=O ;=0 

or symholically: 

r = NA (O(NV)) (3b) 

where NA and 0 represent NAND and OR operation, respectively, while l'lv 
represents the complementary set of the variables v or v that is each of the plain 
variables v = a, b, c ... or inverted variables v = €i, b, c must be taken with 

1* 
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a negation (that is inverted: v or plain: v), but of course, each variable can figure 
once and only once. 

The illustrative function taken as example can be written in the following 

standard form: 

if = (a b + c) (a + b + c) (a + b + c) (3e) 

Finally, De lV1organ's theorem gi....-es the fourth standard form: 

2 Tl -1 -c=-----=-=----r = :E (a; + JVI~n-l-;) 
;=0 

furnishing the following symbolic form: 

f" = O(NO(NV» (4b) 

where 0 and NO denote the OR and NOT OR or NOR operation, while NV 
is the complementary set of the ....-ariables (each being plain or inverted). 

According to this standard form the function in question can he expres

sed as: 

i 3 = (a -"'- b -L c) -L (a -L b -L c) -L (a -L 1 : I ! ! I I I (ii + b + c) (4e) 

If 'we apply De Morgan's theorem once more, we again arrive back to 
relation (la) and (Ib), respectively. Thus, the cycle is closed. 

Let us no'w start from the in....-erted minterm form, that is from: 

2n-1 

i ll = ~ (a:. m(I) 
~ l I 

(Sa) 
;=0 

It must be noted, that now just those minterms appear which arc missing in the 
expression (la). This standard form can be expressed symbolically as: 

r = NO (A(V)) (Sb) 

These relations for the illustrative function yield: 

if= (abc) + (abc) (Se) 

Moving in the overall negation 

2.'1-1 

r = 11 (a; m?) (6a) 
i-O 
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or symbolically: 

r = A(NA(V» (6b) 

For the example this relation yields 

n = (abc) (abc) (abc) (6e) 

Now applying De Morgan's theorem 

2n-l :;!T1-1 

f"= II (a, m?) = II (a, + }V!z"-l_i) (7a) 
'=0 ;=0 

This is a standard maxterm form 'which can also be expressed as 

r = A (O(NV» (7b) 

For the example we obtain the following maxterm form: 

(7e) 

(This expression has already been previously given.) 
Finally, assuming an overall double negation, and then moving one 

negation in the inside, the result is: 

(Sa) 

Evidently this standard form can be denoted as 

r = NO (NO(NV» (Sb) 

In our example 

n= + c) (Se) 

The cycle is closed, because applying De Morgan's theorem again leads 

to Eqs. (5a) and (5b), respectively. 
Figure l/a illustrates the minterm truth map (Karnaugh table [3,4]) 

for three variables in general and Fig. lib that of the problem investigated 
in simplified form, because only the valucs of a/ s are demonstrated. The stan
dard form in Eqs (la), (lb) can bc obtained from the" l' s" while the form in 
Eqs.(5a), (5b) from the "O's" of the minterm map. As we have seen from this 
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minterm forms (applying De lVIorgan's theorem) altogether eight standard 
forms can be obtained. 

Similarly, our starting point could be a maxterm map. If the identifying 
process "were repeated for the "O's" and "l's" of the maxterm map the same 
eight standard forms would be obtained, although the cycles would be entered 
at different points. 

5 

a i I eXamg I eX,m/ I eXJmj eX2mj 

0'1 eX, m/ I eX5 ml1 eX;m; eXsmj 

C 

Fig. la 

Fig.2a 

Fig. 1b 

Fig.2b 

Fig. 2ja illustrates in general the maxterm truth map for three variables 
while Fig. 2jb is the map of the problem in question. The simplified form in 
Fig. 2jb gives the values of the inverted coefficients p" (and not the coefficients 
(h as a maxterm lvlfc1 figures only when /h = 0). 

For example starting from the "l's" of the maxterm map, that is from 
the standard maxterm form 

2"-1 

j n n (" I ~,rn) = IJIe ,lHIe (7c) 
"=0 

where (h has the value "1" if lvIZ is not figuring in the switching function 
(in this case Plc = 0) and 13" has the value "0" when MZ is present (in this 

case p" = 1). 
By comparison of Eqs. (7a) and (7c) it becomes evident that k= 2n-l-i 

and ai = ,3" = P2"-1-i or = a i = a2"-1-k' 

In the example, examined formula (7c) yields: 

(7 e) 

"which is the same expression as in the previously obtained Eq. (7e). 
It is worth while mentioning that employing the maxterm map the sym

bolic form can be expressed as 

r = A(O(W)) (7d) 
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in contrast to Eq. (7b), here W denotes the set of the variables v obtained by 
direct read out from the "1's" of the maxterm map. 

Summarizing the procedure for determining standard forms, Fig. 3 can 
be drawn, which is a generalization of the versions given in [9]. 

Finally, it must be noted that not only the standard forms but also the 
reduced forms can be obtained from the outlined procedure with the aid of the 
blocks of the maps. 

In the minterm map in Fig. lib one second order and one first order 
block can be identified (see also Fig. 7/a). These give the reduction 

(lr) 

-which can be transformed via De l\Iorgan's theorem as 

(2r) 
or 

n = a(b + c) (3r) 

or 

(4r) 

On the other hand, on the basis of the "0' s" in the minterm map two first order 
blocks can be identified (see also Fig. 6/c) yielding 

n= ac + ab 

and employing De lHorgan's theorem 

or 

(5r) 

(6r) 

(7r) 

This expression could also be obtained directly from the maxterm map. Finally 

n = (a + c) + (a +b ) (Br) 

Eqs. (lr) ... (8r) yield the eight reductions for the example in question. 

2. The proposed method 

N o,v the problem arises whether it is possible to immediately determine 
a certain desired standard form or a reduction selected beforehand. This ques
tion can be answered positively. The proposed method for immediate deter
mination of standard forms or reductions ,,-as previously prepared and support-
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ed by the symbolic expressions summarized in Fig. 3. Each symbolic expression 
gives the structure of the standard form in question. In addition to this the 
method of read out from the truth maps is also fixed: The yariable set V signifies 
the application of a minterm map, 10'wer index 1 means a reading out based 
on the "1's" while index 0 means a starting point from the "O's", finally the 
plain set V of variables refers to the direct employment of the co-ordinates, 
on the other hand, NV means an iln-erse reading out of the co-ordinates. 

Similarly"\V denotes the application of a maxterm map and, for example. 
W 1 means a direct reading out based on the" 1's", while :'f\Vo refers to an inverse 

r-----;I·os·INf~~RN 1"1'5,,\1-----, 
1 

TRUTH 
TABLE 

I 
Fig. 3 

reading out based on the "O's". Of course one sole map, for example, the min
term map will do. 

For the sake of completeness Table 1 is comtructed as a detailed illus
tration of the method suggested. 

Table 1 

}lethods of reading out the co-ordinates of a special standard form 

Application of Cl minterm map 

Standard form 
Heading out from 

desired the tllt:> 
'"0';' "1"," 

0(A(Y1 » directly 

:\"A(l\"A(Y1» directly 

:\"A(0(::'IY1» inYer"ely 

O(:\"O(:\"Y,» ill';ersely 

:\"O(A(Y,» directly 

A(::'IA(,,-, » directly 

A(O(:\"Y, » illYersely 

:\"O(:\"O(:\"Y,,» illYersely 

Applieation of a maxterm map 

Reading out from 

the the> 
"0';' "1";' 

illYcrscly 

inycrsely 

directly 

directly 

inyersely 

inyersely 

directly 

directly 

Standard fOfm 
de~ired 

O(A(:\"W,,» 

:\" _\(:\" A(:\"Wol) 

:\":\(O(Wu» 

O(:\"O(:\"W,» 

:\"O(A(:.\'\\-,» 

:\(:\"A(:\"W,») 

A(O(\\',» 

:\"0(:\"0(\\',» 
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By the way, in Table 1 some kind of duality can be observed. The dual 
pairs are: minterm map and maxterm map, "O's" and "1' s", direct reading 
out and inverse reading out of the co-ordinates, consequently VI and NW u' 

NV 0 and \V 1 and so on. 

3. Some illustrative examples 

In the follo'wing part 'we can find some illustrative examples to show 
the effectiveness of the proposed method. We do not care about all standard 
forms, instead of this we concentrate our attention only to the standard forms 
NO (NO( ... )), NA (NA( ... )) that is, to the NOR and NAND logic, because 

Fig. Sa 

E-f\ _ofiL 

~ 

~ 
.. 
. aD 
D 

a 6 
-'--<>-

OR 

AND 

NOT 

~ ~ orb NOR 

~NAilD 

Fig. 4 

i=D mbfe 

~ 
g Gp afOre 

%-f\..0liC ~ 

~
. -

1 0 
1 ~

-a Q 
a 

Fig.5b 

in transistor s'witchillg circuits this standard form can most simply and naturally 
he realized. 

In Fig. 4 the symbolic graphical notations applied in this paper are 
summarized for the OR, AND, NOT operations and also for the NOR and 
NAND operations and elements. These notations can he regarded as proposi
tions, too. It is worth mentioning that the :'\OT circuit on the right-hand side 
is essentially nothing else but a NOR circuit for one variable, that is, for a NOR 
circuit the free inputs must be regarded as 0 signals, or they can also be the 
same signals as the first input (Fig. 5a). On the other hand, realization of a NOT 
circuit with NAND logic is demonstrated in Fig. 5/b. The free inputs must 
be 1 signals or the same signals as the first input. 

Example 1. Let us determine the standard forms and reductions expressed 
by NOR logic for the case in Fig. lib. 
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Hinterm map b 

Fig. 6(1 

l1ax!erm mop 
o 

Fig. 6c 

~O.1 b ~r=V 
DC 

- 1 C 

Fig. ib 

a (Ote) 

Fig. 8" 

~
-- a 

, a+bu 

D b+c 
c 

Fig. Bc 
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Fig. 6b 

NIf1term map 
b 

o 

Fig. 7(1 

Naxterm map 

o(be} b 

0111 ~ I 0 I [QJ I : 11 

Fig. ie 

b 

Fig. Bb 

Fig. Bd 

Applying the last row of Table 1, that is, the NO (NO (NVo») relation, 
we obtain from the second row of Fig. lib for the standard form 

f 3- (- I b I -) I In I 1- a i JeT \a T (li + b + c) 

and taking the two first order blocks in Fig. 1b (or in Fig. 6a) into consider
ation we obtain the reduction: 
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This cxpression, which is naturally the same as (Sr), can be realized as 
illustrated in Fig. 6b. 

The same result can be obtained of course, from Fig. 2b (or Fig. 6e) 
and by way of formula NO (NO(W1)) in Table l. 

Example 2. Let us solve the previous problem by NAND logic. 
From the second order and first order blocks in Fig. Ib (or Fig. 7 a) 

and applying formula NA (NA(\\)) 'we obtain: 

This expression can be realized as is shown in Fig. 7 b. Thc same result 
can also be obtained starting from the maxterm map in Fig. 7 e and by the 
use of formula NA (NA(NWo)). 

Example 3. The switching function a (b -+ c) is given. This can be realized 
by OR-AND logic as shown in Fig Sa. Let us determine the NOR and NAND 
logic representations. 

First of all the minterm map is constructed (Fig. 8b) taking into consider

ation that a(b + e) has the form of A (O(NVo)). Then applying relation 
NO (NO(NVo)) our function can be written as 

which can be realized as shown in Fig. Se. Finally, employing expression 
NA (NA(Y1)) and the first order blocks in Fig. Sb we obtain: 

'which can be represented as shown in Fig. Sd. 
Example 4. The truth table of the imaginable eighteen basic logical or 

switching functions of the two variable a and b is summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Basic logical or switching functions of two yariuble 

f" 
" 

f" 1 fH fg f~ 
4 fg (i f¥ fi f~ 

" 
f: 

10 
f~ 
II fre fr3 fr4 f" 15 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

(I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

() 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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It must be noted that only ten of the functions hayc any meaning at 
all. These are summarized in Table 3. 

Basic Slvilching runclIons or IwO ,IG/'iGDleS 
J!:;= .,j 

Basic l1inlerm 
:iO?~]r Iwa-variable slandard I1tn!erm IrW/7 map s .. ~'itchina reduced 

runclion form 

r2 80 ~ 
e,D, c;;:c 

'; 

01 ~ 0 /lO,::r' 

r2 
..Q.. 

'2 80 

ffim INHIBITION 
01 0 0 

f;/ 
.Jl.. 

ab rm1 INHIBIT/D/y' 
01 f 10 

f} 
.Jl.. aeD 

6 cb+ab tmj all 0 [)(CLUSIV[ OR 

t/ 
.Jl.. a I b, 0-:-0 afD tffij all 0 NAND 

t/ 
I 

.Jl.. 0,0 
OD tmj AND 

01 0 I CONJUNCTlO// 

r/ 
.Jl.. aEo 

obfab 

~ 010 I [QUlVALENCE 

t;f 
.Jl.. 

ofb tHE Il1PLlCATJON 
01 0 ~ 

r2 
..Q.. 

't3 a fO ttm /r";PUCA nOIl 
011 I 

.-2 
..Q.. Gi-D 

r;, ad tttB OR 

cri tit DISJUNCTION 

J\'ow let us express the then hasic switching functions by :\'OR logic. 
Without going into details the results are summa:rized in Fig. 9. It is worth 

to mention that expression :XO(J\'O(J\'Y D)) was applied. The fact can also be 

observed that IF and Iill-1-i are inverse (complementary) functions, that is, each 
can be obtained from the other by negation. 

In this respect the realization of function I~ is yery interesting being the 
complementary one of fg. The latter contains fiye NOR elements. For negation 
one more element would be necessary, that is, altogether six elements would 
do. Instead of this I; can be rcalized through fiYe elements. 

Example 5. Let us soh-c the previous prohlem hy NAND logic. 
For this case the results are summarized in Fig. 10. According to Tahle 

I the expression NA (NA(Y1)) was chosen as a basis. Similar remarks as in 
example 4 are also valid for this case. 
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~ . aib 
D 

ab+ab 
(ii+bJ{a+bl 

~ 
r v--" ~arb 
~~ 

~n+h L-pr a+b~ 

Fig. 9 

r} (Iiibij 

r/ = (Iabl) 

r,/ = (iib)(ab) 

r/ = (ab) 

r,/ = 

r/ = (iib}(ab) 

r;: = (ab) 

r;j = (ab) 

r;1 = ab 

4. Conclusions 

. 1 a Gb_. ~ D 1 aD 

ab -
f _ (ab ~ bb' 

~ ~ 
~nh L.va~ 

~ b
l 

b 

~ 
a 1 _ 

~ ab 

~a~~ ~ 
. D 
D 

Fig. 10 

In the foregoing treatise a general method was presented for the immediate 
determination of a special standard form or reduction. Only one of the truth 
maps, for example, the minterm map is necessary and each of the eight stan
dard forms or reductions can directly be obtained at pleasure. The essence 
of the method suggested is summarized in Table 1. 
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The proposed method is perhaps a small contribution to the theory and 
practice of Boolean functions. 

The significance of the method is particularly thrown into relief because 
in transistor circuits the NOR or NAND logic is of primary importance, oppo
site to the relay circuits, where the NOT-OR-AND logic serves as a basis. 
The suggested method gives a key to the systematic transformation from one 
logic to the other. 

The method was demonstrated in several examples. 
In the illustrative examples for the sake of simplicity, only t·wo - and 

three - variable functions are considered. The method can be applied, of 
course, also to multivariable functions. But as all procedures also this method 
becomes more and more complex and laborious with the increase of the number 
of variables. 

Summary 

In this paper a method is presented which makes possible the immediate determination 
of a selected special standard form or reduction for Eoolean functions using only one truth 
map, for example, the rnintcrm map. The results are obtained via De lilorgan's theorem, but 
with the method suggested, an application of De l\Iorgan's theorem is not necessary at all. 
For the illustration of the proposed method a few problems are soh-ed. In these examples 
emphasis is laid especially on KOR and KA:'ID logic, having a particular significance in tran
sistor logic circuits. 
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